
English Language Paper 1 revision 3ck list 

1. Read source 1 of the booklet and answer ques6ons 1 and 2. Remember to pick out 
the 3 diveable images first. 

2. Complete ques6on 4 of source 1. Remember to use PECS. This is the lawyer ques6on 
it is asking you to evaluate the text. 

3. Complete ques6on 3 of source 1. Cross out ‘interest you as a reader’. Focus on how 
the text has been ordered. Beginning, middle, end. Pick out any shiLs or changes of 
focus. 

4. Plan your ques6on 5- remember the planning sheets you complete on a Friday. 
Braindump ideas, group ideas into 6 paragraphs: DROP, SHIFT, ZOOM IN, ZOOM OUT, 
PAST, BACK TO PRESENT. 

5. Write your ques6on 5. Try to s6ck to 6med condi6ons. 
6. Complete these steps again for the next 2 sources in the booklet. 

 

If in doubt- look at your language booklets- they contain sentence stems, top 6ps and model 
examples.  

 

English Language Paper 2 revision 3ck list 

1. Read source 1 and complete ques6on 1. 
2. Complete ques6on 3- remember this is the same as the language paper 1 ques6on 2 

but worth more marks. Pick out 3 diveable quota6ons again and annotate. 
3. Read source 2 and plan ques6on 4. You need to concentrate on writer’s a]tudes and 

perspec6ves. How do they feel about the topic? It might help to write a word next to 
each paragraph to describe how they feel eg; frustrated, nostalgic etc. 

4. Complete ques6on 4. 3 paragraphs comparing. 
5. Complete ques6on 2- Point, Quota6on, Evidence, Compare and repeat twice. 
6. Read the ques6on 5 and plan your ideas. You have planned lots of these tasks during 

starters on a Friday. 
7. Complete ques6on 5 in 6med condi6ons. 
8. Complete these steps again for the next 2 pairs of sources in the booklet. 

 

 

If in doubt- look at your language booklets- they contain sentence stems, top 6ps and model 
examples.  

 


